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1.  General

This quarterly progress report covers work initiated,
completed or underway in the period April 1, 1979 through
June 30, 1979, since the prior progress report (1).

Our topical report on interfacial effects has been
issued:

M.S. Saidi and M. J. Driscoll
"Interfacial Effects in Fast Reactors"

-          COO-2250-37, MITNE-226 , May 1979.

A copy of the abstract is appended.

The major focus of.project efforts during the past quarter
has been on completion of an evaluation of the breed/burn
blanket concept.' The following section of this report deals
in detail with the status of this effort, currently scheduled
for completion in September 1979.

Work is still in progress  to  ship fuel excess  to our
needs back to the DOE. The first shipment has been loaded for
some time now awaiting completion of paperwork at MIT, which has
been delayed due to changes in cognizant personnel. It is
now expected that this will be completed early in the coming
quarter, and the first of an estimated four shipments can              =
follow shortly thereafter.-

(1) MIT LMFBR Blanket Research Project
Quarterly Progress Report, January 1, 1979 - March 31, 1979
COO-2250-36, April 20, 1979
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2.    Breed/Burn Blanket Studies

2.1   Introduction

As has been described in previous progress reports, the
fuel management strategy of moving internal blanket assemblies
out to the radial blanket after several cycles has proved to
be quite attractive in several ways. These include reduced
reprocessing requirements for the same amount of energy
generated, power flattening in the radial blanket, and, most
important of all, the capability of generating either higher
power from the same core, or the same amount of power as
conventional reactors, but with a smaller fissile-fueled core.

-             In designing a plutonium-uranium core with thorium
internal blankets there are several parameters that must be
investigated to identify the design with the best performance.
Choices inckude : the amount of moderation in the blanket,
whether moderation is incorporated from the outset or added
after an assembly is shuffled to the external blanket, and the
cycle length both for the core and internal blanket assemblies.
To investigate the effect of these parameters several core and
blanket burnup analyses were performed, as described in the
following sections.

2.2   Rate of Fissile Build up in the Internal Blankets

In the first series of calculations the rate of fissile
build up in the interal blankets was investigated. To
isolate the effect of blanket fissile build-up on the keff
of the system, only the internal blankets were burned and- the
rest of the core was kept unchanged. Another objective of
these calculations was to find the effect of moderation on
the rate of fissile build-up in the internal blankets and
the keff of the system. As described in previous progress
reports, as far as moderation in internal and radial blankets
is concerned there are two options: 1) incorporate the
moderator  (Zr Hl.6 )  in the internal blankets as separate
pins (in place of selected fuel pins), and after several
cycles of burnup move the assembly to the radial blanket or
2) leave the moderator pin positions either empty or filled
with sodium and insert the moderator rods into the assembly
only after they have been moved to the radial blanket.
From a thermal/hydraulic/mechanical/operational standpoint it
would be preferable to choose the first option, which is
considerably simpler than the second option, as long as the
physics is not unfavorable. The first set of 2DB runs
included a three year burnup of the internal blanket with 30%
of the fuel rod positions filled with either a) zirconium
hydride, or b) sodium. The core layout employed is shown in
Fig. 2.1.
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The results are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. It can
be seen that both the rate of fissile build up and keff
decrease considerably when the internal blankets contain
moderator.  Note that the decrease in the BOC keff from
1.0268 to 0.8598 is quite dramatic, and would require
a substantial compensatory  fissile inventory increase. Hence,
moderation of the internal blankets has a large detrimental
effect on both the rate of fissile build up and keff of the
system, and moderator clearly should not be included in the
internal blanket assemblies.

Table 2.3 shows the rate of fissile build up with 50% .
of the fuel pin positions filled with sodium. This table
should be compared with Table  2.2.     As  can  be  seen,   the -rate
of  fissile enrichment build  up  does not change much with  the     -
volume fraction of fuel in the internal blankets.

2.3  Change in Fissile Content of the Radial Blanket

Attention was next turned to the change in the fissile
content of the radial blankets, and its effect on the keff
of the system, when the internal blanket· elements remaved
from the core are subsequently burned for several additional
cycles in the external radial blanket.

The "30% sodium" internal blankets, after three years
of fissile buildup, were moved into the radial blanket, the

-

sodium was replaced by zirconium hydride, and the assemblies
were then burned for three additional years. The results              -
are given in Table 2.4. It can be seen that the U233 continues
to build up with time at a slow rate. The k of the systemeff
also increases, but at a very slow rate.

The appropriate volume fraction of zirconium hydride in
the radial blanket is to be evaluated against the objective
of generating the maximum amount of power from the radial
blankets without exceeding local peak power limits.  Calculations
show that as the volume fraction of the moderator is increased,
the assembly power density also increases, and since fuel pins
are replaced by moderator rods, the peak and average fueled
pin power (Kw/ft) allso increases.

To study the power production from the radial blanket
as a function of the level of moderation, the internal blankets
(after residing three years  in the core) were shuffled  out
to the radial blanket. Three cases: in which 30%, 40% and 50%
of the fuel pin volume is occupied by zirconium-hydride were
studied.

As the volume of zirconium hydride was increased from
30% to 40% the total power generated from the radial blanket
increases, producing approximately 20% of the total power,
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Table 2.1

U233 Build-up and System K for Internal Blankets with
eff

30% of the Fuel Pin Positions Occupied by Zirconium Hydride

Year NHM*;  effNU233/                      k

0.0 0.0 0.8598

1.0 0.539 0.9713
e

2.0 0.924 1.0087

3.0 1.965 1.0231

*
HM = Heavy Metal

Table 2.2

U233 Buildup and System K for Internal Blankets witheff

30% of the Fuel Pin Positions Occupied by Sodium

Nu233/NHM,%                 kYear eff

0.0 0.0 1.0268

1.0 0.878 1.0567

2.0 2.156 1.0980

3.0 3.32 1.1302
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Table 2.3

U833 Buildup and K for the Internal Blanket with Sodiumeff

in 50% of the Fuel Pin Positions

kYear NU233/NHM,% eff

0.0 0.0 1.0574
'

1.0 1.46 1.0783

2.0 2.25 1.1111

3.0 3.50 1.1372

Table 2.4

U233 Change in the Radial Blanket when 30% of the Pin Positions

are Filled with Zr Hl.6

Year NU233/NHM

0.0 3.32

1.0 3.62

2.0 3.83

3.0 4.01
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generated by the reactor in the second instance.  However, at 50%
zirconium hydride, the power generated from the radial
blankets decreased, indicating that too much of the fuel
has been displaced by moderator. Accordingly it is concluded
that the optimum volume fraction of the moderator in the
radial blankets is approximately 40%.

2.4 Effect of Internal Blanket Shuffling on k of the Systemeff

One of the original objectives in studying the proposed fuel
management scheme was to lower the steady state enrichment of
the core. The basic idea was based on the fact that moving -
enriched internal blanket assemblies into radial blanket
positions should increase the reactivity of the radial blanket,
and thereby reduce core neutron leakage, which would permit
a lower steady-state enrichment of the fissile-fueled core
assemblies. This effect for a U-Pu core with depleted
uranium. or thorium blankets is shown in Table 2.5.  For each
system · two values are given, the keff of the reactor with a
clean (unburnedy radial blanket,    and  with a "pre-enriched"
blanket shuffled-from  the core. For the system with depleted
uranium internal  blankets, the radial   blanket  was  ·shu ff led
from the core after three years of burnup and contain zirconium
hydride in 40% of its fuel pin positions. As can be seen,
for the case of uranium .internal blankets, the shuffling increases
keff by approximately 0.02, which would permit a redubtion in
the average core enrichment by less than one percent, i.e., .-

from an average enrichment of 22 at % fissile plutonium to
approximately 21 at % fissile plutonium.                          ··--

For the case with the thorium internal blanket, the
increase in reactivity is substantial (approximately 0.07),
as expected. But since the original core is much less reactive
than the uranium core, all this excess reactivity must be

expended   mere ly to bring this  core   up   to the level   of   the

uranium core, thereby saving the thorium core from paying a
fissile enrichment penalty. Note that this observation is
consistent with other studies which indicate that replacing
uranium by thorium in the (entire) core incrTases the fissile
requirement of the core by 11 to 15 percent. We also note
that for the thorium core leaving the unfueled internal blanket

pin positions voided is preferable to filling them with sodium.

2.5   Future Plans

At this point all the initial scoping studies have been

completed. The next step is to carry out a final set of
calculations on both uranium and thorium fueled blankets. This

1Haffner, D.R. and R. W. Hardie, "Reactor Physics Parameters
of Alternative Fueled Fast Breeder Reactor Core Designs,"
Nuclear Technology, Vol. 42, Feb. 1979.
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Table 2.5

Change in the keff· when Internal Blanket Assemblies are

Moved to the Radial Blanket

k- eff

System Clean RB Shuffled RE

U-Pu core, Uranium.IB 1.0101 1.0307

U-Pu Core, Thorium IB 0.9460 1.0158*

1.0217**

*
Internal blankets with 40% of fuel positions filled

by   sodium .                                                                                                                                                                                                    -

** Internal blankets with 40% of fuel positions replaced
by void (i.e., empty pins).

NOTE:

(a) In the U-Pu Core with uranium internal blankets there
is no moderator in either the internal or radial blanket
assemblies.

(b) In the U-Pu Core with thorium internal blankets 40% of
the pins in the external radial blanket assemblies
are filled with moderator (Zr Hl.6); these same pin

positions. are filled with either sodium or voids when the
assemblies are in the internal blanket (asindicated).

(C) In both "clean RB" and "shuffled RB" cases the internal
blankets are in an unburned state. Thus the case shown

corresponds to beginning of equilibrium cycle for batch
blanket fuel management.
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will be followed by a brief neutron and gamma heating analysis
of the core and blankets, and finally by an economic analysis
of both cores, including a comparison with conventional
systems.
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3.  Future Work

A renewal proposal  has been prepared and submitted  to  DOE

covering work in the following areas for FY-80/81.

(a) evaluation of the relation of thermal/hydraulic/
mechanical consequences of enhanced fertile
capture rates at interfaces.

(b) continued efforts to develop simpler ways to
estimate interface capture rate enhancement.

(c)  particularization of the breed/burn internal/
-

external blanket management scheme.

This work represents a continuation of work reported in the
following recent publications:

(1)  M. S. Saidi and M. J. Driscoll
Interfacial Effects in Fast Reactors
COO-2250-37, MITNE-226, May 1979

(2)  M. J. Driscoll et al., Comparative Breeding
Potential of 232Th and 238U in· LMFBR Blankets
Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., Nol. 30, Nov..1978.

and in the forthcoming topical report:                                 r

B. Atefi, D.D. Lanning, M. J. Driscoll
Breed and Burn Fuel Cycles in Fast Breeder
Reactors (tent.), Sept. 1979 (est.)
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4.  Administrative Matters

The monthly financial statement for June is attached:
it also includes FY totals to date.

As of June 30, 1978 the project staff was as follows:

Staff

M. J. Driscoll, Principal Investigator

-           R. Morton, part-time Computer Operations Assistant

Students

B. Atefi, ScD thesis student, Research Assistant

E. Catron, Undergraduate Special Topic Student
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ABSTRACT

The problem of inCreased resonailce capture rates near Zone inter-.faces in fast reactor media has Deen examined both theoretically and   -
experimentally. ..
-....

An interface traversing assembly was designed, constructed andemployed to measure U-238 capture rates near the blanket-reflector
interface in the MIT Blanket Test Facility.  Prior MIT experimentson a thorium-uranium interface in a blp-ket assembly were also   ·
reanalyzed.  Extremely localized fertile capture rate increases ofon the order of 50% were measured iznediately at the interfaces
relative to extrapolation'of asymptotic interior traverses, and relative
to state-of-the-art (LIB-IV, SPHINX, ANITZ/2DB) calculations whichemploy infinite-medium self-shileding throughout a given zone.

A.method was:develooed to coziute a spatially varying background
.....: scattering cross section per absorber nucleus, ao, which takes into                         =·account both hcmogeneous and heterogenecus effecus on the interface                -flux transient.   This permitted use of the standard self-shielding
-· factor method (Bondarenko f-factors) to generate modified cross sectionsfor thin layers neat the interfaces. Calculations of the MIT experimentsusing this approach yielded gocd agreemenc with the measured data.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Nuclear Engineering

Cambridge, Massachusetts

INTERFACIAL EFFECTS IN FAST REACTORS

by

M. S. Saidi
and

M. J. Driscoll

COO-2250-37
MITNE-226

May 1979



UtPARIMENT 068000 AUTHORIZED TOTA[ 149,595.70  .3 RLHRENCE EY-76-5-02-2250
FAST REACTOR BLANKFTS

RESTRICTIONS CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR TO DATE CUMU'LA.TIVE
.....

.

EXPENDITURES 3 0 N E · '79 A % OF- 6/30/7 9

SALARIES AND WAGES                                                                             '
FAC SAL-TEN 13,359.00 5,591.12 11,213.34
SUMMER FACULTY-ON 15,581.00
RESEARCH STAFF-ON 4,811.00 1,240.47 2,988.44
HCURLY PERSAMNEL-rW 2,000.00 138.66 581.00
SEC#ETARIAL & CLERICAL-ON 2,365.00 86.35 1,627.83 3,227.58
EXEMPT-TECH-ON 1,540.90 12,763.99

TOTAL SUBJECT TO E. B. 38,116.00 86.35 10,138.98 30,774.35

GRADUATE STUDFNT STAFF-ON 28,770.00 425.00 425.00
kFSEARCH ASSISTANT-ON 1,486.50 11,713.50 18,873.50
MIT STUDENTS-ON 1,533.75 2,342.58
UNDERGRAD SALARIES-UROP 495.26

TOTAL     S A L A R I E S     A N D W A G E S 66,886.00 1,400.15 23,811.23 52,910.69

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ON OFF
BILLING RATES 26.00% 30.00% 9.9.10.00 - 22.45 2,636.14 8,001.33

r,
TOTAL PPFRATING EXPFNSES 13,012.00 39.68 2,974.64 10,649.97

4

COMPUTATION EXPENSES
E.D.P. EXPENSE 551.74 3,188.64 4,114.01

-
I.P.C. CHARGES 11,000.00 524.35 17,433.19 22,897.21

TOTAL COMPUTATION EXPENSES 11,000.00 1,076.09 20,621.82 27,011.22
INDIRFCT EXPENSES ON OFF

           BILLING RATCS 67•005 15.00% 41.192.00 425.08 13,795.71 33,852.70
AD J  Tn ACTUAL 66.0 OT 16.00% 6.34 205.92- 205.92-
P/Y BILLING RATE CHG

-

TOTAL INDlNECT EXPENSES 41,192.00 418.74 13,539.79 33,646.78

-

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 148,000.00 680.67- 63,633:62 132,218.99

UNEXPENDED BALANCE 17.376.71.-I
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